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OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
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Abstract. An exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equation that describes the two-
dimensional impingement of a light fluid on the surface of a heavier fluid at an
arbitrary angle of incidence, assuming no surface distortion is obtained.

1. Introduction. The stagnation flow is one of the rare basic flows that can be
described by exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation. Because of the great dif-
ficulties in generally solving nonlinear partial differential equations, exact solutions
of the N-S equation are considerably restricted to those with a certain group invari-
ance, i.e., similarity solutions. Hiemenz [1] first gave the similarity solution for the
two-dimensional orthogonal stagnation flow on a rigid plate. The numerical work
was improved later by Howarth [2], The two-dimensional nonorthogonal stagnation
flow on a solid plate was first solved by Stuart [3] and rediscovered by Tamada [4]
and Dorrepaal [5], Also, Wang [6] studied stagnation flow on the surface of a qui-
escent fluid without surface distortion. This paper gives an exact solution of the
N-S equation that depicts the two-dimensional nonorthogonal stagnation flow on the
surface of a quiescent fluid. The inviscid flow pattern for this flow, sketched in Fig.
1, is two-dimensional. This flow pattern has practical value. Peregrine [7] used this
inviscid stagnation solution to construct the streamline pattern of the separating flow
field of the splash. This paper will give a complete viscous stagnation solution for
this flow pattern.

Consider that a lighter fluid blows downward at an incident angle 6 on a quiescent
heavier fluid. In order to obtain an exact solution, we assume that the interface is free
of any distortion. Two coordinate systems are used to describe respectively the flows
of the lighter fluid and heavier fluid. The origins of the two coordinate systems are
located at the intersection between the interface and the inviscid dividing streamline
(Fig. 1). The relation between the two coordinate systems is

*!=*/,> yx=-yh, (1-1)
where the subscripts 1 and h denote respectively the lighter fluid and heavier fluid.
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Fig. 1. Inviscid flow pattern.

The tilde ~ denotes a dimensional quantity.
If the two flows are steady and the fluids are incompressible, then the two-

dimensional motions are governed by the vorticity equation
4 ~ (dij/ d dij/ d \ _2 „ ,,vV u/ = I I V w, (1.2)
¥\dydxdxdy) K '

where \j/ is the streamfunction and v is the kinematic viscosity. Here, y can be
decomposed into

^ = <Mj>i>0) or vh{yx< 0), (1.3)
where and y/h are respectively the streamfunctions of the lighter fluid domain
and heavier fluid domain. At the interface between the two domains, two matching
conditions are needed to connect the two streamfunctions. At the interface, the
velocity of the lighter fluid should be identical to that of the heavier fluid. Because
of no surface distortion, the normal velocity components of both fluids vanish at the
interface. Therefore, the velocity matching condition at the interface simply is

{y = 0) =dy. D| ] dy(y, = 0) = -Z7T (h = o)- d-4)
1 * h

Moreover, another condition is a viscous stress matching condition at the interface

d2ij/. d2ijs,
P\V\-ZZT (i5! =°) = -/W^rr (V/, = °)- (1.5)

dy i dyh
The inviscid stagnation solution [5] is used as the far-field condition for the lighter
fluid

y/x -»a,[.v,(cos0)/2 -t-x.y, sin0] (j;|-*oo), (1.6)
where 6 is the angle of incidence and a. is a dimensional constant.
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For the heavier fluid, the far-field condition is

dvJdyh^Q {yh^ oo). (1.7)
2. Flow of the lighter fluid. By using the following nondimensional variables

Vi = Vi tv\, >"i = 3>i(«i/^i)1/2, Xi = x{{aJvx)X'2, (2.1)

equation (1.2) is normalized to

t4 fdy/{ d di//] 9 \ j

Wi = a 2

<2-2)

where is the viscosity of the lighter fluid.
For the lighter fluid, a solution of Eq. (2.2) is constructed in the form of

(cos#) [ H(t)dt + ax{F{rj), (2.3)
Jo

1 /2where rj = ayx and a = (sin0) ' . H{r\) and F(tj) can be interpreted as the vis-
cous modifications of the tangential and normal components of the inviscid solution
(1.6). Substitution of expression (2.3) into Eq. (2.2) yields a fourth-order ordinary
differential equation for F(rj) and a third-order ordinary differential equation for
H(tj). Then, integrating the equation of F(i]) and using the far-field condition (1.6),
one obtains

F"' + FF"-F'2 + 1=0; (2.4a)
F(0) = 0, F'( 0) = fi2, F'(oo) — 1 , (2.4b)

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to rj. The undetermined con-
stant reflects the lateral motion of the interface. When /?., = 0, the solution of
Eq. (2.4a) is reduced to the Hiemenz solution. The asymptotic form of F(ri) in the
far-field is written as

F(il) —> tj - A (>/ —oc), (2.5)
where A is obviously associated with /?, .

Solutions to (2.4a) at different /?2 were first found by Wang [6]. Equation (2.4a) is
integrated numerically by using a shooting method. The dependences of F"(0) and
A on yS, are plotted in Fig. 2 (see p. 42). These results are identical with Wang's
solution. For convenience, they can be quite accurately fitted by the polynomials

F"(0) = 1.2324 - 0.81597/?2 - 0.47286jS22 + 0.05657^ (2.6)

and
A = 0.6461 -0.801/?2 + 0.1922y?22 - 0.03795y?23. (2.7)

Similarly, by using the asymptotic condition (2.5), an equation for H(rj) is ob-
tained

H" + FH'- F'H + A = 0; (2.8a)
H( 0) = /?,, H'{ oo)=1, (2.8b)

where /?, is a constant, which also reflects the motion of the interface. It will be
shown later that both /?, and /?-, are determined by the matching conditions.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of F (0) and A on /?2 .

By assuming that H'(0) is known, the boundary-value problem (2.8a) can be
converted into an initial-value problem. Thus, a complete solution of Eq. (2.8a) can
be formally given by

H{rj) = AF\t]) + F"{r\) jc2 + c, J M(t)dtj , (2.9a)

where

M(t) = F" 2(?) exp [ -F{s)ds, (2.9b)
Jo

c, = H'(0)F"(0) - AF"\0) + (1 - P22)(P1 - AP2), (2.9c)

c2 = f"~\Q)(Px -AP2). (2.9d)
The boundary value //'(0) depends on both /?, and /?, . The numerical solution

of Eq. (2.8a) shows that H'(0) is a linear function of /?, . The dependence of H'(0)
on ft-, is shown in Fig. 3. The relation of H'(0) to and fi2 can be expressed by
the following best-fitting formula

H'(0) = Dl(fi2)fil +D2(02), (2.10a)
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H'(0)

where
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Fig. 3. Dependence of H'(0) on and p2 ■

D,(02) = -0.81235 - 0.516202+ 0.0762202, (2.10b)
D2{02) = 1.4017 - 0.5527602 + O.15239022. (2.10c)

Thus, once 0, and 02 are known, F(tj) and H[rj) can be very easily solved as an
initial-value problem, and the flow field of the lighter fluid is completely determined
by expression (2.3).

3. Flow of the heavier fluid. Using the transformation
1/2 1/2

Vh = Vh/vh> yh=h(ah/vh) ' xh=XhHlvh) > (3J)
one obtains

4 (d y/h d d t//h d \ 2
(3.2)

where ah is a dimensional constant and vh is the kinematic viscosity of the heavier
fluid.
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The stagnation solution of Eq. (3.2) is expressible in the form of

Wh = [ " Y{t)dt +xhW(yh). (3.3)
Jo

Substituting expression (3.3) into Eq. (3.2) and using the velocity matching con-
dition (1.4), one has

w'" + ww" -w'2 = 0; (3.4a)

H/(0) = 0, W'{0) = {ajah)p2sme, W'(oo) = 0 (3.4b)

and
Y" + WY'-W'Y = 0; (3.5a)

y(0) = (^h_Y y9.(sin0)"'/2cos6», F(oc) = 0, (3.5b)
\vhah)

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to yh .
Solutions to (3.4a) and (3.5a) can be given in closed form

W{yh) = ml/2[ 1 - exp(-ml,2yh)] (3.6)

and
Y(yh) = Y(0)W"(yh)/W"(0), (3.7)

where m = (ajah)f}2 sin 9 .
It is noted that the closed form solution to a homogeneous Hiemenz type equa-

tion (3.4a) was found by Crane [8] in modelling the flow due to a two-dimensional
stretching plate. Finally, the streamfunction y/h is written as

Vh = fn'2Xx[\-exp(-m1/2yA)], (3.8)

where
\ 1/2

X{ = ( [x, + cos 0(sin d)~3/2PJP2\.

4. Determination of /?, and /?2 . Substitution of expressions (2.3) and (3.8) into
the viscous stress matching condition (1.5) yields an algebraic system of equations,

H'(0) = Kp,p\'2, (4.1a)

F"{0) = Kpl'2, (4.1b)
where K = (phtp^vjv^'2 .

From (4.1), and only depend on a single parameter K , which represents the
physical properties of the two fluids. The dependences of /?, and p2 on K , shown
in Fig. 4, are determined by solving (4.1a) and (4.1b). If the densities and kinematic
viscosity coefficients of the two fluids are known, we can find the corresponding values
of /?, and /?,. Therefore, y/, and i//h are completely known.
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Fig. 4. Determination of /?, and /?2 .

5. Behavior of the flows near the interface. To understand the behavior of the flow
of the lighter fluid near the interface, F(rj) and H{rj) are expanded in Taylor series
at rj = 0

F(n) = p2ri + F''^2/2 + (P22 - /6 + 0(r,4), (5.1a)

H^) = /?, + H'(0)r, + - A)r,2/2 + 0(rj3). (5.1b)
Substitution of (5.1a) and (5.1b) into (2.3) yields an asymptotic expression of the
streamfunction y/{ ,

= a2P2Xxyx( \ + a2y\/6) + - A)a cosdy\{yx + 3C(§ - .4)"'tan 9X{

+ a tan 6{^ - A)~xXxyx] + 0(y*), (5.2)

where X, - jc, + cos0(sin0r3/2(/?,//?2), C = F"(0), and D = H\0). When
/?, = 0, (5.2) is reduced to Dorrepaal's results [5].
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The velocity of the lighter fluid near the interface is asymptotically

u, =dy/Jdyx =a1(sin0)i1[F'(O) + F"(O)?/] + O(?/2), (5.3)

where X, = X{{vx/ax){12.
The velocity of the heavier fluid can be exactly expressed in a simple form,

uh = d^hldyh = (sin 8)P2X{ exp(~rn/2yh). (5.4)

From (5.3) and (5.4), one can find that the stagnation points of the two flows
coincide at some position at y, =0 or yA = 0 and

x, = xh = -(vJax)XI2(PJ P2)( sin0)"3/2costf. (5.5)

The location of the stagnation point is dependent on the incident angle and the
physical properties of the fluids. In contrast to the inviscid stagnation solution (1.4),
the stagnation point in the exact solution deviates from the origin, except when
6 = n/2 , as shown in Fig. 5. This effect is obviously associated with viscosity. As 6
goes to zero, the deviation of the stagnation point from the origin approaches infinity.
When 6 = n/2 , the solution is reduced to the orthogonal stagnation flow solution.

The nondimensional dividing streamline i//] = 0 of the lighter fluid near the
interface can be expressed asymptotically by

_2__2 . i / d iV /i 2, . i \ -1a (1 + a'yj6) + g(^ - A)a cos dy\{yx + 3C(^ - A) tan 6Xy

+ atan0(£ - A)~xXxy{) + 0{y\) = 0. (5.6)

When = 0, we obtain the slope of the dividing streamline at the stagnation
point

-3 C2
tan 6, (5.7)5 D-AC

which was given by Dorrepaal [5].
When /?-, / 0 , the first term in (5.6) cannot be neglected in the neighborhood of the

stagnation point. Even when /?-, becomes smaller and smaller, we still cannot claim
that the first term in (5.6) is less than the second term because yl also approaches
zero at the neighborhood of the stagnation point. Hence, from (5.6), we directly
derive the slope of the dividing streamline at yi = 0

= ~2a P 2
5 Ccos0tan0Ar," 1 ;

Obviously, at the stagnation point {Xx = 0), ks = oo unless /?, = 0.
Consequently, the slope of the dividing streamline of the lighter fluid at the stag-

nation point can be completely expressed by

oo, /?, / 0,
k, = { _3^2 (5.9)

^Ctane, ft2 = 0.
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Fig. 5. Behavior of flows near the interface.

For a movable interface (/?2 ± 0), the dividing streamline of the lighter fluid is always
perpendicular to the interface (Fig. 5). If the interface is absolutely fixed (/?2 = 0),
Dorrepaal's results are recovered.

The vorticity distributions in the lighter fluid and heavier fluid domains are re-
spectively

w, = V2^, = a,(//'cos0 + a xxF") (5.10)
and

oih = V2wh = -ahml/2[Y( 0) + mxh\exp{-ml/2yh). (5.11)

Without loss of generality, the minus in (5.11) can be dropped. It is observed that
the vorticity is discontinuous across the interface. From (5.10) and (5.11), a relation
for vorticity discontinuity is

m. ij n
(5.12)

coh
w,

VIPI

yt =0 UhPh
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